Abstract. For application scenarios such as the management of business process variants or business process quality, business objective models assume the role of formal requirements definitions as in software engineering. However, effective concepts in this area still constitute a gap in the presently available array of business process management methods. To address this issue, this paper develops and shortly evaluates a refined business objective modeling approach. Our approach builds on use case-based effectiveness criteria, and on insights gained from assessing the state of the art. It derives required constructs and interrelations from application scenarios, and integrates these into a business objective meta-model. As an initial validation of our concept, we model a sample scenario and match the results against effectiveness criteria.
Introduction
Definitions for the term business process range from business process reengineering approaches [3, 7] to trade associations [26] and current business process management (BPM) research [25] . They generally comprise a notion of business goals or business objectives, which can be viewed as an integral aspect reflecting the utilitarian nature of business processes. It is therefore interesting that formal modeling of business objectives is not covered by common business process modeling approaches such as BPMN [23] , EPCs [19] or Workflow Nets [1] .
To further illustrate the potential benefits of concise business objective modeling, we consider its possible use cases. In general, business objective models could assume the role of a formal requirements definition for business process design, implementation and enactment. Accordingly, application scenarios and benefits are generally comparable to broader requirements engineering [8, 11] .
From an a priori perspective, business objective models add a layer of abstraction to business process models. They allow discussing and documenting business objectives independently from a concrete implementation, and assessing the effectiveness of implementation options. From an ex post perspective, they can be used to determine whether a business process instance (or a set of instances) has terminated in a state being consistent to the organization's business targets. In addition to these general use cases, we point out three more specific exemplary scenarios that are closely related to present directions of BPM research: automated derivation of business process models, management of business process variants, and business process quality management.
Scenario 1 (Automated Derivation of Core Business Process Models). An available business objective model would comprise formalized information on the things a respective business process should create or alter including decision criteria, ordering constraints, etc. On that basis, it would be possible to formally derive minimum control flow implementation requirements. In addition, it would be possible to integrate the approach with process mining techniques [2] . For instance, real-world cases might be used to analyze the probability of control flow decision criteria given in a business objective. This would allow for automated or even continuous control flow optimization.
Scenario 2 (Management of Business Process Variants).
The management of business process variants has emerged as an important BPM issue [6] . However, determining whether two process instances are variants of the same business process remains a "missing link" in this respect, especially when considering the mining of process variants or reference processes [12] , or the refactoring of model repositories [24] . Formally modeling business objectives could contribute to closing this gap, as it would enable to assess the "equivalence" of process variants with respect to a business objective.
Scenario 3 (Business Process Quality Management). Business process quality management constitutes another emerging area of BPM research. In [14] , a definition framework in this regard was developed. The concept of efficacy, i.e., whether a business process achieves its business objective, is crucial in this respect. Thus, formal modeling of business objectives constitutes an important prerequisite to effectively assess business process quality in design, implementation and enactment.
Scenario 4 (Subject-oriented Business Process Management). Subjectoriented business process management (S-BPM) constitutes an approach to address critical practical issues in BPM adoption, thereby significantly broadening its appeal [5] . The concept is based on shifting the paradigm of BPM away from formalizing tasks to be executed to the roles and interactions of subjects or stakeholders. As this potentially takes out some of the implicit formality of, e.g., strict control flow, it is all the more important to employ concise business objective models to ensure effectiveness, i.e. making sure that a process still achieves what it should.
Our research has shown that present approaches to business objective modeling do not yet effectively support the application scenarios set out above. This paper therefore seeks to develop a refined solution which is methodologically
